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ORDER(IZV
In suppression

to all previous orders No. 428 dt 21/03/2018,

No.149

dt 10/08/2018
& No. 154 dt. 16/08/2018,
it is hereby directed that
henceforth work amounting below value of Rs 5.00 lac shall be carried out
on CLRCat circle level after completing all codal formalities.
In all cases where value of G-Schedule as per CLRC in force is Rs.5 lac
or more, concerned
through

Zonal

Superintending

Chief Engineer

Engineer shall send the complete

to Superintending

Discom, Jodhpur who after following

Engineer(TW),

the procedure

prescribed

Act, 2012 & RTPP Rules, 2013 will call open competitive

case

Jodhpur

under RTPP

bidding through

e-

tendering to get the contract(s) awarded.
The circle
quantity,
competent

copy

SE shall ensure sending of G-Schedule
of Administrative

authority

& Technical

Sanction

item

wise with

of estimate

work wise and details of amount deposited

of

in case of

deposit works alongwith budget provision for each activity/work
wise once
in a month latest by ih of each month. SE(TW) after receipt of such work
wise Schedule received upto t" of each month, shall consolidate the work
activity wise and activity wise make suitable lots for tendering process. The
direction for e-tender and execution of work on CLRC or trunky basis by TW
wing, shall be issued separately.
Henceforth no work order of Rs. 5.00 lac or more be placed at the
circle level. The direction will come into force with immediate effect
This bears

the

approval

of Managing

Director,

Jodhpur

Discern.

Jodhpur.
R,' Order.
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(Dr. S.K.Go)'al)
Chief Controller of Accounts
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
('(Ir~ to the following
for information and necessary aClion:I. The: Zonal Chief Engineer(O&M-JDlJBZIOMRI,
JdVVNL. Jodhpur Hikaner
Banner.
2. The Secretary (Adrnn.), JdVVNL. Jodhpur.
3. The Additional Chief Engineer (CSS/MMIHQ). JdVVNL. Jodhpur.
4. The T A to MD. JdVVNL. Jodhpur.
5. The Superintending Engineer (
). .IdVVNL. .
6. The Superintending
Engineer (IT). Jodhpur Discorn .. lodhpur fill' ~lpl'ladlll!-! Ih~'
order on Jodhpur Discom's site.
7. The Sr Accounts Officer (O&M-JDZ/BZIBMR).
JJVVNL. Jodhpur
Bikaner
Banner.
8. '1 he: Accounts onu-- (
).JdVVNI.,.
9. The PS to Director (Finance). JdVVNL. Jodhpur
10. The T A to Director (Technical). JdVVNL. Jodhpur.
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Chief Controller

of Accounts

